Key Concepts from Leadership Skills Class – Segment 1

The Turbo Button: Take Action to Improve your Life.

- **What is it:** A button inside your head and heart. You press it any time you take action to improve your life.
- **Why it matters:** If you don’t press your Turbo Button, life’s circumstances will determine what happens to you. When you press your Turbo button, you choose how you will react and you take actions to make your life better.
- **Additional Resources:** You can read the Turbo Button excerpt from Mawi’s book *The Code* [on this website](#).

The North Star: Set and Accomplish your Goals

- **What is it:** An effective way for you to set your goals.
- **Why it matters:** If you don’t set your goals, you might waste your talents, get distracted easily, and waste your time. If you set and pursue your goals consistently, you will accomplish things you cannot imagine.
- **Additional Resources:** Visit this website to create your North Star at any time.

The Circles of Growth and Mastery: Success = Expanding your Circle of Mastery

- **What is it:** The Circle of Mastery represents all the things you can do. The Circle of Growth represents all the thing you cannot yet do.
- **Why it matters:** The Circles of Growth and Mastery reveal what success and failure really look like. Success is any time you take action to grow your Circle of Mastery – even if you don’t reach your goal. Failure is when you do nothing to expand your Circle of Mastery.

The Success GPA: You are more than your Grades and Test Scores

- **What is it:** A simple way to think about your non-academic powers. The Success GPA has three parts: Awareness Power, Social Power, and Solution Power.
- **Why it matters:** By developing both your Success GPA and regular GPA, you give yourself the best chance of succeeding. *You are more than your grades.*